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edit article pic changes master not slave
Posted by johnlewisdesign - 2009/08/27 18:10
_____________________________________

ARGHHHH!!! 

Can anybody help me please? 

I am late delivering a job and the JMS is working in reverse for images. 

I just deployed a directory and it worked with no error. 

But when I change a pic on the subsite homepage, it amends the master and leaves the slave as I want
the homepage to look!! I have 13 subsites deployed and I can't change the imagery. Text: no problem at
all. 

Anyone know why?? 

populated the media field with images 
populated the images field with images/stories 
populated the themes field with templates 

But its not happening. 

Please help, I'm so late and have to drive 200 miles about 30min ago! 

Cheers 

John

============================================================================

Re:edit article pic changes master not slave
Posted by edwin2win - 2009/08/27 22:43
_____________________________________

You have to check the image, media and template folder fields that you have entered in the JMS slave
site. 
Becarefull that when you change later the parameters of those fields this may not change anything on
the current directory structure that you may have already created. 

So if you have not filled those parameters the first time that you have created the slave site, this means
that you have requested to share the folders. 
You can check the directory structure of the slave site to see if you have symbolic links or real directory. 

Concerning the themes (template) directory, as explained in the user manual, event when you specify a
directory, this copy the main directory "templates" and create pleinty of symbolic links that you can etiher
delete manually or when using the Joomla extension / uninstall template from the slave site where you
want to install a specific template.
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